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Abstract.

The linear-quadratic-Gaussian model is extended to the two-decision maker

case. Nash Equilibrium Solutions are derived for the simplest information

structure, i.e. both DMs have identical observations.

Since the approach given here relies heavily on the single-DM case, the
stochastic filtering and control problem for the discrete-time LQG-model is
discussed in some detail.
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1.1 Introduction.
In this paper some fundamental results and preliminaries for dynamic

games will be presented. Here we view on the subject as a direct

extension of the single-decision maker, single-objective control problem.

In particular we will examine a two-DM, nonzero-sum, stochastic dynamic

game in a discrete-time, linear-quadratic-Gaussian framework (dt-LQG).

Much attention will be paid to the prerequisites: stochastic filtering

and control.
It is fair to say that this 'control-approach' lacks the contributions

from the field of (static) game theory. Very likely these contributions

are needed for a deeper understanding ofti~e route followed here. Therefore

we will only calculate Nash strategies for the information structures

which admit analytical and implementable solutions.
The ultimate goal is to apply a more advanced theory on an econometric

model, describing the national economies of two (or more) countries and

to investigate
1. the difference between the control model with a single-DM and the

two-DMs game model

2. the effect of stochastic disturbances

An application will be presented in a separate paper.
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1.2 Outline of the paper.
First the general LQG-model will be discussed together with some pr~~per-
ties (Gauss-Markov process, asymptotic distributions). We will point out
clearly in what order the events of observinq and controlling the
different objects take place. Usually this causes some confusion;
especially the character of the initial conditions and the first control
must be made clear.
In section 4 the stochastic filtering problem and the results of
R.E. Kalman will be presented.
To solve the stochastic control problem, the general but als.o rather
abstract control model of C. Striebel will be introduced. It will turn
out that the optimality conditions of the abstract control model can be
applied fruitfully to the LQG-case. Some relevant examples are shown
in section 6.
Finally some attention will be paid to LQG-games. Using the preliminaries

of sections 4-6 and a result of P.R. Kumar, Nash solutions for a simple

information structure will be derived. An interesting direction for

further research will be to solve the problem for more general information

structures than done here.

1.3 Notation and conventions
a. Sets N - {1,2,...}

R - real line
R} - positive real line

B- Borel sets of R

C - complex plane
C- unit circle in C:{c E C I Icl ~ 1}

T- time index set, usually T-{0,1,..., tl-1}
Product sets: R2,..., Rn, etc.

b. Probability theory

S2 sample space
F,G Q-algebra's
(~,F,p) probability space
E expectation operator

E[x~G] conditional expectation of x: S2 -~ Rn given the Q-algebra G

a.s. P almost surely with respect to P
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Fx Q({x}) : the 6-algebra generated by x: S2 -Y Rn

Ft Q({x(0) r x(1) i..., x(t) })

(Fx,Fy) E I x and y are independent stochastic variables
(Fx ~ Fy) Q({x}) U Q({y})
x E G(m,E) x is a Gaussian stochastic variable with mean m and

covariance E or:
E[ exp ( i uT x)] - e xp[ i uT x-~uT E u] , u E Rn , x: S2 -} Rn .

c. Abbreviations
ct cor.tinuous time
dt discrete time
DM decision maker
DP dynamic programmíng
I.QG linear-quadratic-Gaussian
LHS left hand side
RHS right hand side
sp Spectrum (Set of eigenvalues)
tr trace
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2. The linear-quadratic-Gaussian model.

2.1 In this paper we will only deal with Gaussian, stochastic, dynamical

systems, for short Gaussian systems.

Since the notion of a Gaussian system is central in all our applications
to stochastic dynamic games and econometric models, we present here an
extensive introduction and some general properties.
We will consider only time-invariant systems, which is sufficient for

our application. A Gaussian system is referred to as P(plant)

2.2 P: x(tfl) - A x(t) f B u(t) t M v(t) ,

y(t) - C x(t) -f- D u(t) t N v(t)

x

u

2.3 Defínition of the elements of P.

x0

1. T-{0,1,..., tl-1} time index set
T1 - T U{tl} augmented time index set

2, x; S2 x T1 -~ Rn the state process x(t) denotes the
internal description ('memory; state') of the system.

3. y: S2 x T-~ Rk the output process y(t) is

available to the controller as observations or measurement process.

4. U: T-~ Rm the input function or
control or instrument u(t) is plugged into the system by the controller.
Not eve control is admissible: U C mry - {u : T-~ R} is the input

alphabet.
5. v:S2 x T~ Rp the noise process v(t) models the

disturbances ('random shocks') inserted on the system.
M v(t) represents system noise,
N v(t) represents measurement noise.

6. v(t) C G(O,V)
E[v(t) v(s)T] - 0 , t~ s.

Under these assumptions v(t) is Gaussian white noise.
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7. The matrices A E Rnxn , B E Rnxm , C E Rkxn , D E Rkxm , M E Rnxp ,
N E Rkxp , V- VT F Rpxp are time-independent.

x
We may as well choose A: T-y Rn n, etc.

2.4 Additional assumptions.
1. The initial state x(0) is a Gaussian stochastíc variable with

known mean and covariance
x(0) - x~ E G(mp, E~)

2. x~ and (v(t), t ~ T) are independent stochastic variables, or

(Fxo, Fv) E I for all t E T.t

2.5 Some informal remarks on a Gaussian system.

P: rx(tfl) - A x(t) f B u(t) f M v(t) , xG

A careful inspection of the structure of P and the assumptions of 2.3
and 2.4 learns that the controller exerts his control u(t) on the
system and receives observations y(t) from the system. He does not
receive x(t), which is in fact unobservable.
Using the structure of P and the observations y(t), the DM can estimate
x(t), which is the topic of stochastic filtering theory.
Based on this estimate, comanonly denoted as x(t), he can control the

system by means of u(t).
From the observation equation it is evident that y(t) is only available
from x(t), u(t) and v(t), so if the control u(t) is based on received
observations, it can only be the series y(0), y(1),..., y(t-1); the
information contained herein is expressed as Ft-1. Moreover, this
implies that x(ta only can depend on y(0), y(1),..., y(t-1).1) Therefore
at time zero, u(0) can only depend on a-priori information, since no
observations are available. Later we will see that u(0) is a linear

y(t) - C x(t) t D u(t) f N v(t)

1) Often one finds in the literature the observation equation
y(t) - C x(t) t N v(t) and the convention that x(t) depends on Ft.
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function of m~.

To visualize the above, we will now preseiit a scheme in which the

order of processing the system quantities will be made clear. Lateron

it will appear to be compatible with the formulae for x(t) and u(t),

also in the time-dependent case.

Controller (observable)

x(0) ----~x(1) .-~ x(2) - x(3) -1 ... x(t~-1) -~ x(tl)

~~

II I
u(1) y(1) y(2

x(1) x(2

v(0) v(1)

System (unobservable)
v(2)

Figure 1. Illustration of a stochastic dynamical system.



3. Properties of the Gaussian system.

3.1 For all t E T:(Ft}, Ft v Ft-1) E I where

Ft} - cs({vs, for all s~ t})

3.2 (x) is a Gaussian process.
Y

3.3 x(t) is a controlled Gauss-Markov process with
x(t) E G(m(t), E(t)),

m(ttlj - A m(t) f B u(t), mlu) - m~

E(tfl) - A E(t)AT i- MTVM , E(0) -~G

3.4 y(t) is a Gaussian process with y(t) E G(mY(t), Ey(t))
my(t) -Cm(t) f D u(t)

Ey(t) - C E(t)CT f N V NT

3.5 Asymptotic properties of the Gaussian system

3.5.1 Given a time-invariant Gaussian system without control process:

x(tfl) - A x(t) f M v(t), x~

y(t) - C x(t) } N v(t)

x~ E G (m~, ED)

v(t) E G (O,V)

The covariance function E:T -~ Rxn of x(t) satisfies
E(tfl) - A E(t) AT f M V MT, see 3.3.
Theorem.
a. if A is asymptotically stable (sp(A) C C-),

then lim E(t) - E exists
t-~

b. E is the solution of the equation E- AEAT f M V MT
c. If sp(A) C C- then b. has a unique solution with E- ET ~ 0.

3.5.2 Concerning the state output process, we have the following properties.
a. asymptotically x is a stationary Gauss - Markov process
b. asymptotically y is a stationary Gauss process.
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3.5.3 Remarks.
a. The properties of the Gaussian system and the asymptotic results

are discussed in Anderson and Moore [1], section 2.2 and 4.3,

respectively.
b. x(t) can be made a stationary process in T1 -{O,l,...,t1} by

1. let the initial time t~ ~-~; then all transient effects have
been died out at t- 0.

2. let E~ - E, i.e. take for the initial value of E(t) the asymp-
totic value cf. 3.5.1.
Then E(t) - E for all t E T and there are no transient effects.
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4. The stochastic filterinq problem.

4.1 Problem formulation.
The stochastic filtering problem for a discrete-time stochastic dynamical
system with state process x: 52 x T--~ Rn and output process y, is to
determíne for all t E T the conditional characteristic function of
x (tf 1 ) given Ft

E[exp {iu xT(tfl)}IFt], uE Rn.

4.2 We have the followinq fact.
Theorem [ Kalman]
Given a Gaussian system (~x(ttl) - A x(t) t B u(t) f M v(t), x0L y(t) - C x(t) t D u(t) t N v(t)

x0 E G (m0, EO)

v(t) E G(O,V), E[v(t) v(s)T] - 0, t~ s

Assume NVNT ~ 0

Then:

E[ exp{iuT x(tfl) } IFt] - exp(iuT x(tfl) -~ uT E(tfl )u)

where x(t) :- E[x(t)IFt-1]

E(t) :- E[(x(t) - x(t) ) (x(t) - x(t))TIFt-1]

and these two objects are qenerated by

Kalman filter x(ttl) - Ax(t) f Bu(t) f K(t)[y(t) - Du(t) - Cx(t)] ,

Kalman qain K(t) -(AE(t)AT f MVNT) (CE(t)CT f NVNT)-1

Discrete-time Riccati equation

x(0) - m0

E (tfi ) - AE (t)AT -F- MVMT - [ AE (t) C tMVNT] .

.[ CE (t) CTfNVNT] -1[ AE (t)CTfMVNT] T

E (0) - E0.

4.3 Remarks.
1. Note that this formulation of the stochastic filtering is different

and more general than asking for the conditional mean E[x(t)~Ft-1].
In the latter case the state process is assumed to be integrable.

2. Note that the Kalman filter is linear, finite-dimensional and recursive.
These properties are of extreme importance and the basis for the wide
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applicability of the filter in many areas. The importance of the

recursiveness has in particular been stressed by J.L. Willems [13].
3. Essential for the Kalman filter to possess these properties are

1) the system is linear
2) the noise process is Gaussian and white.

Not so much is known if any of these assumptions is dropped.
4. The Riccati equation (actually a recursion) can be computed in advance,

since it does not depend on the measurements y(t).
5. The asymptotic Kalman filter can be obtained by letting lim E(t) and lim K(t)

t-~ ~ ty~
Assume E- lim E(t) exists.

t-~
Then the R.iccati equation has the structural form E- f(E) and is called

the algebraic Riccati equation. Convergence questions are solved and

algorithms to compute E numerically are available.

6. The Kalman filter equation can be written as a Gaussian system

x(ttl )- Ax(t) f Bu (t) t K(t) e(t)

y(t) - Cx (t) f Du (t) f e(t) ,

where e(t) E G(0, VE) and VE - CE(t)CTtNVNT.

(e(t), tET) is known as the innovations process,

due to the property E[e(t)~Ft-1] - 0, for all t E T.

(see Anderson and Moore [1], section 5.3).

7. Elementary textbooks are [Anderson and Moore, 1979], [Jazwinski, 1970],

[ Aoki, 1967] .
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5. Stochastic control: the abstract control model.

5.1 Introduction.
The abstract control model, to be presented here, is due to Striebel
(1975):
Optimal control of discrete time stochastic systems, chapter 2. For this

qeneral model optimality conditions have been derived in chapter 4, which
are stated here in section 5.8.2.
our main interest is the application of the theory to LQG models of which

we consider three special cases in 6.3.1 - 6.3.3.
The motivation for presenting the general control model and the optimality
conditions can be found in:
1. it presents the most general setting and therefore fixes the boundaries

of other applications

2. it gives both necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality
3. it can be extended to dynamic game theory.
Some preliminaries are needed for full comprehension of the theory,

such as the notions of
- conditional optimality
- P-essential infimum
- e-lattice condition
- (sub-)martingale
Since we are mainly interested in the result, we will only present here
- the statement of the abstract control model in 5.2
- an introduction to conditional optimality in 5.3
- the definition of a(sub-) martingale in 5.4
- a sufficient condition for optimality in 5.8.2.

The connection with stochastic dynamic programming, as can be found
e.g. in Ástróm [3], will be clearified.
It appears that the calculations needed to derive the optimal control
law are very similar to the DP method, but the statement of the optimality

conditions is more precise.
The general control model now follows.
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5.2 The abstract control system.

1. Given a measurable space (S2, F), i.e. a sample space S2 and its

a-algebra F.
The time index set T1 -{O,l,...,tl}

2.(Ft, t E T1) represents a family of increasing, right-continuous

Q-algebra's. Ft can be interpreted as the total information available

at t E T1. So Ft - F.

3. (Gt, t E T1) represents a family of increasing, right-continuous

Q-alqebra's. Gt can be interpreted as the information available to

the controller at t E T1. Since it is increasing, the controller has

perfect recall. Obviously Gt C Ft, since the controller cannot know

more than is available. If the controller has perfect state information,

then Ft - Gt. At time t- 0, we have GU -{Q1, S2}, the trivial Q-algebra.

4. The control process (u(t), t E T) will be a function of Gt, which in

shorthand notation is stated as: (u(t), Gt, t E T) adapted.
This means u(t) is a Gt-measurable process.
Moreover u(t) E U where U is the class of admissible controls.

5. A control law u is defined as a sequence of control functions:

u - {u} - {u(0), u(1).-.-, u(tl-1)}.
A truncated control law is ut -{ut} -{u(0),...,u(t)}.

u(0) is a deterministic constant, since GD -{~, ~},

6. The control law induces a probability measure, denoted as P{u} or

Pu; also, for all t E T1 there exists a probability measure
P{ut} : Ft -~[0,1]. Expectation with respect to Pu will be denoted

as E .u t
7. A measurable cost function c: 52 x U-~ R, such that

E[c(u)] ~~ for all u E U. We donot consider infinite costs.
u -

Remark that this type of cost function is very general. To obtain

constructive results, an additive cost function, like

tl-1
L- E ct(x(t), u(t))must be used.

t-1

5.3.1 Definition: The control problem consists of selecting a control law

u~ E U satisfying Eu~e[c (u~)] ~ Eu[c (u)]
a.s. for all u E U.
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5.3.2 Definition: The control law u~ E U is called conditionally optimal if
for all u E U such that ut - ut~ :- x

Eu~[c(u~) IGt] ~ Eu[c(u) ~Gt] a.s.
P{ut}

5.3.3 Interpretation of definition 5.3.2

control u(t)

~ I
~ ~ ~ u2

~u
ul

~
xu

t -~ time t
1

Up to time t the optimal u~ has been used. Now, in order to continue
in an optimal way, the controller does best to choose
{u~(s) , s - tfl, tf2, ... tl-1}, since it minimizes the costs over all

~control laws which agree with u up to time t(t inclusive).

The connection with the classical definition of optimal control can be
seen by setting t- 0 in 5.3.2. Since Gg -{j~,St} the definition of
conditional optimality reduces to 5.3.1.
Hence, the definition of conditional optimality is more stringent than

and always satisfies the definition of optimality in 5.3.1. An essential

assumption for this concept is: (Ft, tETl) and (Gt, tETl) are increasing

families of a-alqebra's.

5.4 Martingales.

5.4.1 Many results on martingale theory originate from J.L. Doob. Readable
introductions to the concept can be found in any advanced text on
probability theory.
Apart frorn application to convergence theorems, quite recently, other
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more practical applications emerge (point processes, control of traffic
streams).
Our induction will be very brief: only the definition.

5.4.2 Let x: S2 x T--r Rn satisfy the following conditions
1. x(t) is Ft-measurable
2. E Ilx(t)II ~~ for all t E T

3. E[x(ttl)IFt] - x(t) a.s. for all t E T.

Condition 1. can also be stated as: (x(t), Ft, t E T) adapted;
Condition 1. mereiy says that x(t) is integrable;
Condition 3. is what x(t) makes a martingale, in fact a generalisation

of a process with independent increments.

If condition 3 is replaced by

3a. E[x(tfl) IFt] ~ x(t) or

3b. E[x(tfl )IFt] ~ x(t)

then x(t) is called a super- or submartingale resp.

5.4.3 We will use the following notation

(x(t), Ft, t E T) E SubMi , or verbally ;

x(t) is a positive, integrable, Ft-measurable submartíngale.
tThe meaning of the set M1 is then evident.

The induced probability measure can be added as an argument, viz.
SubMl(Pu).

5.5 Definition of P-ess inf p.m.

5.6 Definition of e-lattice property

5.7 Necessary conditions

5.8 Sufficient conditions

5.8.1 The value function.

p.m.

p.m.

Analogously to the value function in deterministic DP, we introduce
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a function h: S2 x T x U; R} such that for all t E T, ut E U,

t(hs(u ), Gs, s E{O,l,...,t}) is an adapted, positive, and

integrable process, denoted by (ht(u), Gt, t E T).

5.8.2 Now we state our main theorem : sufficient conditions for conditional
optimality of the abstract control system.
First we define our class of controls U:

1 . c (u) ~ ~
2. (u(t), Gt, t E T) adapted

Theorem [ Striebel] .

If there exists a process (ht(u), Gt, t E T) and a u~ E U such that

1. ht(u) E SubMl(Pu), Eu[c(u)IGt ]- ht (u) a.s. u for all u E U
1 1 -

2. ht(u~) E M1(P ~),
u

then u~ is conditionally optimal.

Proof: see Striebel [11], lemma 4.3.3;
see also theorem 4.3.8 for necessity.

5.9 An informal note on theorem 5.8.2.

The statement ht(u) E SubMl(Pu) simply says:

Eu[ht}1(u)IGt] ~ ht(u) a.s. Pu for all u E U

and equality occurs for u- u~.

This inequality is the counterpart of 'Bellman's functional equation',
e.g. in the LQG-case:

V(x(t),t) - min E[xT(t) Qx(t) f uTRu t V(x(ttl),tfl)~y(0),...,y(t-1)]
u

Note that iii the submartingale inequality two stochastic variables are
compared and that in Bellman's equation a minimization over a series of
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functions is performed, namely : fix x, take min, do this for all x,
- u

find u(x).

There are some measurability objections against this method, mainly due

to the fact that the operators E and min qenerally do not commute.

In Striebel's framework it can be provén that the operators Eu and
P-ess inf under a certain condition (the e-lattice property) do commute

(theorem A.2 [ 11]).

Also, under this condition the sufficient conditions for optimality become

necessary conditions too.
The P-ess inf operator is the stochastic analoqon of the ordinary infimum

and reduces to it if its argument is deterministic.

5.10 Conclusion.
In this section we stated sufficient conditions for a control law to be

conditionally optimal in terms of martingales.
The LQG-model makes this theorem constructive in an elegant way, which

is similar to the calculations of stochastic dynamic programminq.

First two simple examples are presented which clearify how the theorem

must be applied.

Then a computationally more involved model is presented, including

exogenous and controlled variables. This kind of model reflects an

economic policy model.
It will appear that in the LQG-case the conditionally optimal control law

is identical to the (ordinary) optimal control law; in the general control

model however, the two definitions of optimality are distinct.
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6. Stochastic control: the LQG-case.

6.1 Theorem 5.8.2 will now be used to compute analytical expressions for the

LQG-model.

We serve two objectives:

1. demonstration of the (sub-)martingale conditions for the standard
LQG-model

2. computation of the controls in a more involved state-space form

used for economic modeling.

6.2 For the standard LQG-problem we show two applications:

1. perfect state case - Gt - Ft
2. imperfect state case - Gt - Ft-1

For the 'economic' state-space model, we add controlled variables,

(objective variables), exogenous variables, and a cost criterion for a

tracking problem.

6.3 Three LQG-models

6.3.1 General assumptions.

P . x(tfl) - A x(t) f B u(t) ~- M v(t), x~

x~ E G(m~, E~)

v(t) E G(0, V) , E[v(t) v(s)T] - 0, t~ s

x~ and v(t) uncorrelated,

t E T-{O,l,...,tl-1} , tl ~~

6.3.2 P1
tl-1

cost function J(u) - xT(tl) Qx(tl) f E (xT QxfuT Ru)t
t-0

class of controls I J(u) ~~
Il (u(t), Ft, t E T) adapted

6.3.3 P2 : y(t) -(~c(t) f D u(t) f N v(t)

tl-1

cost function ~(u) - xT(tl)Q x(tl) f E(xTOxfuTRu)t
t-0
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class of controls J(u) ~~
(u(t), Ft-1, t E T) adapted

6.3.4 P3 : x(tfl) - Ax(t) f Bu(t) f e(t) t Mv(t)

y(t) - x(t) f Du(t) f Nv(t)

z(t) - Hx (t) f Ju (t) t c(t)

tl-1
cost function J(u) - xT(tl)Qx(tl) f E zT(t) z(t)

t-0

class of controls J(u} ~ W

(u(t), Ft-1, t E T) adapted

6.3.5 Remarks.
1. In P3 we can choose a still more general form by including N2 v(t)

in the RHS of z(t). This is not necessary for our application.

2. The cost function of P3 becomes equivalent to the tracking formula-
tion

tl-1 T T
J(u) - xT(tl)Qx(tl) f E [(x-x0) Q(x-x~)f(u-u~) R(u-u~)lt,

t-0

if HTJ - 0. Here x0(t) and u~(t) are the targets
(optimal paths) of state and control variables, resp. They are to

be considered as parameters of the problem.
e(t) : T-~ Rn and c(t) : T; Rq are exogenous inputs and

z(t) : S~ x T- -~ Rq the controlled variables.

6.4 Computation of u~(t), t E T for model P1.

6.4.1 Theorem [Striebel]
Let P1 be given as in 6.3.2.
If there exists a process (ht(u), Ft, t E T) and a u~ E U such that

1. ht(u) E SubMl(Pu), E[J(u)IFt ]- ht (u) a.s. Pu for all u E U
1 1 -

2. ht(u~) E M1(P ~).
u



then ux is conditionally optimal and satisfies

-1
u~(t) --[ RtBTP(tfl)B] BTP(tfl)Ax(t) for all t E T,

where a recursion for P(t) is given in the proof.

Proof.
x

1. ht(u) is split in past cost (for u- u up to t) and

cost-to-go (future cost), which is assumed to be quadratic in x(t)
x

with parameters P(t) : T-~ Rn n and r(t) : T-} R, such that

t-1
ht(u) - E [ xT(J)Qx(j) f uT(J)Ru(j)] f xT(t)P(t)x(t) t r(t)

j-0

without loss of generality : P(t) - PT(t) for all t E T.

2. Now we can exploit the submartingale condition

Eu[httl(u) IFt] ? ht(u)

t-1
Since Eu[htfl(u) IFt] - E[xT(j)Qx(j) f uT(j)Ru(j)] f

j-0

Eu[xT(t)Qx(t) t uT(t)Ru(t) f xT(tfl)P(tfl)x(tfl) f r(ttl) IFt]

the inequality reduces to

E[xT(t)Qx(t) f uT(t)Ru(t) f xT(tfl)P(tfl)x(tf1) t r(tfl) ~Ft]
u

~ xT(t)P(t)x(t) t r(t)

3. Evaluating the LHS yields:

LHS -
xT. .~ - T .- ..-, .-. T,...- -T-,. -..-, ,..

f 2uT(t)[BTP(tfl)A]x(t) t trVMTP(tfl)M ~ r(tfl),

Since E[v(t)IFt] - Ev(t) - 0 and

EIvT(t)MTP(ttl)Mv(t)IFt] a trVMT(tfl)M -trMVMTP(tfl)
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4. Now use the completion of the square formula for vectors:

uTRu f 2uTBx -(ufR 1Bx) TR(u.f-R 1Bx) - xTBTR-1Bx,

to obtain

-1 T -1
{u(t) f [ RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(t{-1)Ax(t) } [ RfBTP(tfl)B] {u(t)-u~(t) }

-1
- xTATP(tfl)B[RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(tfl)Ax(t) f

x~(t)[QfA~P(ttl)A]x(t) f tr MVM~P(tfl) f r(tfl)

~ xT (t) P(t) x(t) f r(t)

5. Now the result follows by observing that the inequality of 9.
reduces to an equality if we choose:

-1
u(t) - u~(t) - -[ R-f-BTP(tfl)B] BTP(ttl)Ax(t)

-1
P(t) - Q f ATP(tfl)A -F ATP(tfl)B[RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(tfl)A

r(t) - tr MVMTP(tfl) f r(t~l)

6. From the terminal condition Eu[J(u)IFt ]- ht (u) or
1 1

tl-1

ht (u) - E [xT(j)Qx(j)tuT(j)Ru(j)] -~ xT(ti)P(tl)x(tl) f r(t1)
1 j-0

t1-1

- Eu[J(u) IFt ]- xT(tl)Qx(tl) t ï [xT(j)Qx(j)tuT(j)Ru(j)]
1 j-0

We can obtain the initial values for P(t) and r(t). By comparing the

quadratic term of x(t1) and the constants, we see

C P (tl ) - Q

r(tl) - 0
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6.4.2 Let us summarize the solution

-1
u~(t) - -L(t)x(t) - -[ RtBTP(tfl)B] BTP(ttl)Ax(t)

t - 0,1,..., tl-1

T
P(t) - ATP(tfl)A - A P(tfl)BL(t) t Q t- tl, tl-1, ..., 1

( P (t ) - Q1

r(t) - tr MVMTP(tfl) f r(tfl)

[r (t, ) - 0
1

t - tl, tl-1, .

Check that these formulae are consistent with the convention of section

2.5, also if A- A(t), B- B(t), M - M(t), V- V(t). Also observe that

P(t) ~ 0 for all t E T, as can be seen from the proof of 6.4.1, part

five.

6.4.3 An equivalent set can be obtained after the transformation
P (t) -:P (t) f Q.

P(t) - AT[P(tfl)tQ] [A-BL(t)]

~P(t ) - 0
1

-1
L(t) --{RfBT[P(tfl)fQ] B} BT[ P(t-~1)fQ] A

These formulae agree with Kwakernaak and Sivan [7, section 6.4.3].

6.4.4 The value of the cost function is given by

E[xT(0) P(0) x(0)] f r(0) -
tl-1

m0 PO m~ f trE~P(0) f E tr MVMTP(ttl)
t-0

The first and second term are due to uncertainty about the initial state

and the third term is due to the stochastic disturbances in the state.

In the deterministic case the only contribution of the optimal value

of the costs is x~ P(0) x0, where x~ E Rn is the known initial state.
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6.5 Computation of u~(t), t E T for model P2.

6.5.1 Now we consider the incomplete information case.
We repeat the model.

P2: r x(tfl) - Ax(t) f Bu(t) f Mv(t), xp
Il y(t) - Cx(t) f Du(t) t Nv(t)

v(t) E G(O,V), E[v(t) v(s)T] - 0, t~ s

x~ E G (m~, ED )

costs: J: S2 x Rn X Rm -~ R} such that

tl-1

J- xT(tl) Qx(tl) ~1- E [ xT(t) Ox(t) ~- uT(t) Ru(t)]
t-0

Conform our convention in section 2.5 we let u(t) be a function of
{Y(0), ..., Y(t-1)}.
Before the main theorem we need a preliminary.

6.5.2 Proposition:
For the LQG-model of 6.5.1 the submartingale inequality

Eu[ht}1(u)IFt-1] ~ ht(u) is equivalent to:

Eu[xT(t)Qx(t)fuT(t)Ru(t)fxT(tfl)P(tfl)x(tfl)fr(tfl) IFt-1]

~ x(t)TP(t) x(t) f r(t)

Proof.
ht(u) must be a Ft-1 - measurable process and split in past and future
costs. This can be obtained by:

t-1
ht(u) - E[ F (xTQxtuTRu)jlFt-1] f xT(t) P(t) x(t) f r(t),

j-0

since t}ie first term (past cost) is by definition Fy -measurable and t}iet-1
second term (future cost) is by convention Ft-l-measurable, because
x(t) ~ E[x(t)IFt-1].
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So:
Y

Eu[htfl(u)~Ft-1] ~ ht(u)
t

Eu[E[ E ( xTQxtuTRu)jlFt]
j-0

can be simplified to

t xT(tfl)P(tfl)x(tfi)tr(tfl) IFt-1]

f xT(t)P(t)x(t)fr(t) ~? E[ E(xTQx-~-uTRu) j I Ft-1]

t-1

j-0
t t-1

E [E[ E (xTQXfllTRU) ~Fy] - E (xTQxfuTRu) ,
u j-0 ~ t j-0 ~

f xT(tfl)P(tfl)x(tfl)fr(tfl) IFt-~] ~ xT(t)P(t)x(t)tr(t)

Now use the conditional expectation property

E[E[xIG] IF] - E[xIF] if F C G,

which can be applied here, since Ft-1 C Ft

The expression above then results in:

Eu[xT(t)Qx(t)fuT(t)Ru(t)fxT(tfl)P(tfl)X(tfl)fr(tfl) IFt-1]

~ xT(t)P(t)x(t) f r(t) a.s. P
u

6.5.3 Theorem [ Striebel] .

Define for the LQG-model of 6.5.1 the class of controls

U: 1. J(u) ~ ~

2. (u(t), Ft-1 , t E T) adapted.

Then:
If there exists a process (ht(u), Ft-1, t E T) and a u~ E U such that

1, ht (u) E SubMl (Pu ), E[J (u) I Ft -1] - ht (u) a. s. u for
1 1

all u E U

2. ht(u~) E M1(P ~)
then u~ is conditionally optimal and satisfies
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-1
u~(t) --[RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(ttl)Ax(t) for all t E T

where

x(t) - Ax(t-1)fBu(t-1)fK(t-1) [y(t-1)-Du(t-i)-Cx(t-1)] , m~

and a recursion for P(t) is given in the proof.

Proof.
1. According to 6.5.2 the submartingale inequality can be simplified

and we need only to calculate

a. E[xT(t)Qx(t)~Ft-1] - xT(t)Qx(t) f trQE(t)

according to lemma 3.3 of ~str6m [3, page 262]

b. E[x(fl)P(tfl)x(tfl)~ Ft-1] -

E[{Ax(t)fBu(t)fKE (t) }TP(tfl){Ax(t)tBu(t)-EKE(t) } IFt-1]

- xT(t)ATP(tfl) Ax(t) f 2xT(t)ATP(tfl) Bu(t)

f uT(t) BTP(tfl) Bu(t) f tr KV KTP(t-fl).
E

2. Using a. and b. and proposition 6.5.2, we have

xT(t)[ QfATP(ttl)A] x(t) t uT(t)[ RtBTP(tfl)B] u(t)

f 2uT(t) BTP(tfl) Ax(t) t trKVEKTP(tfl) f tr QE(t) f r(ttl) -

-1
{u(t)f[RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(tfl)Ax(t) } [ RfBTP(tfl)B] {u(t)-u~(t) } f

-1
xT(t)[?fATP(tfl)A - {BTP(tfl)A}T[ RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(tfl)A] x(t)

f tr KveK TP(tfl) f tr QE(t) f r(tfl) ~ xT(t)P(t)x(t) f r(t).

Now the last inequality reduces to an equality if
-1

u(t) - u~(t) - - [RfBTP(t~-1)B] BTP(tfl)Ax(t)
-1

P(t) - Q f ATP(tfl)A-ATP(tfl)B[RfBTP(tfl)B] BTP(tfl)A

r(t) - tr KV KTP(tfl) f tr QE (t) f r(ttl)
E
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3. From the terminal condition Eu[J(u)IFt -1] - ht (u) a.s. Pu
1 1we derive:

Eu[xT(tl)Qx(t1)IFt -1] - xT(tl}P(tl)x(tl)tr(ti) ~
1

xT(tl)Qx(tl) f trQE(tl) - xT(tl)P(tl)x(tl) f r(tl) ~

~P(tl) - Q

r(tl) - tr QE(tl)

6.5.4 The result of theorem 6.5.3 can be represented in several forms.
We will give some of them and also derive an expression for the
optimal costs.
For future reference the result is summarized.

Given: Gaussian stochastic system
Quadratic cost function [weighting parameters Q,R]
Kalman filter [parameters E(t), K(t)]

Control law [parameters P(t), L(t)]

such that

-1
E(tfl) - AE (t)AT f MVMT -(AE (t) CT f MVNT) (CE (t) CT -f NVNT)

T

. (AE (t) CT f MVNT) -

AE(t)AT f MVMT - K(t)VeKT(t), E(0) - E~

where Ve is the covariance of the innovation process

e(t) E G(O,VE), Ve - CE(t)CT f NVNT and

-1
K(t) -(AE (t) CT f MVNT) ( CE (t) CTfNVNT) ,

-1
P(t) - ATP(tfl)AfQ-{BTP(tfl)A}T[ RfBTP(ttl)B] BTP(ttl)A

-1
- ATP(ttl)AfQ-LT(t)[ RfBTP(ttl)B] L(t)

a

-[A-BL(t)]T P(tfl)[A-BL(t)] f LTRL t Q
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- ATP(tfl)[ A-BL(t)] f Q~ P(tl) - Q

r(t) - r(tfl)ftrQE(t)ttrP(tfl)K(t)[ CE(t)C'Tt NVNT] KT(t)

r(tl) - tr QE(tl)

6.5.5 Consider now the optimal costs. As can be seen from 6.5.2, it can be
written as

E[ x(0)T P(0)x(0) f r(0)] - m~TP(0) mC f r(0) -

tl-1

m~TP(0)m~ f E [trQE(j)ttrP(jfl)K(j)[CE(j)CTfNVNT]KT(j)]

t tr QE(tl).

j-0

Now we like to compare this expression with the optimal costs for the
complete information case. Therefore some manipulations are needed.

From the Kalman filter Riccati equation:

E(tfl) - AE (t)AT f MVMT - K(t)[ CE ( t)CT-FNVNT] KT(t)

we recognize the K(t) [ CE (t) CTfNVNT] KT (t) term.

Premultiplying with P(tfl) gives:

P(tfl) E(tfl) - P(tfl)AE(t)AT t P(ttl) MVMT -

P(tfl)K(t) [ CE (t)CTi.NVI~1T] KT (t)

Now premultiply the P(t) equation with E(t):

E(t) P(t) - E(t) ATP(tfl) [A-BL(t)] f E(t)Q

Take the trace of P(ttl)E(tfl) - E(t)P(t) :

tr{P(tfl) E(ttl) - P(t)E(t) }- tr P(ttl)MVMT - trE(t)Q

- tr P(tfl)K(t)[CE(t)CTfNVNT]KT(t) f trE(t)ATP(tfl)BL(t)
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Observe that tr P(tfl)AE(t)AT and tr E(t)ATP(tfl)A cancel.

Now sum LHS and RHS from j-0 through tl-1.

trace P(t1)E(t1) - trace P(0)E(0) -

tl-1

E {tr P(tfl)MVMT - tr P(tfl)K(t)[ CE(t)CTfNVNT]KT(t)

j-0

f tr E(t)ATP(ttl)BL(t) - tr E(t)Q}

Now recall the original expression for the minimal cost, and rewrite,

usinq P(t1) - Q :
tl-1

trQE(tl) f E {E(t)QftrP(ttl)K(t)[CE(t)CTfNVNT]KT(t)} -
t-0

t1-1

tr P(0)E(0) f E {tr P(tfl)MVMT f trE(t)ATP(tfl)BL(t)}
t-0

Now the LHS of this expression is exactly r(0). At the RHS we recognize

tr P(0) E(0) and E tr P(tfl)MUMT , which already occurred in the

complete information case.

So, we find the minimal cost for the incomplete information case

J (inc.info) - mT P(0)m t tr P(0) E fmin 0 0 0

tl-1

ï {tr MUMTP(tfl) f tr E(t)ATP(tfl)BL(t) }
t-0

Compare 6.4.4 :
tl-1

Jmin(com.info) - m~ P(0)m0 t tr P(0)E~ f E trMVMTP(ttl),
t-0

so the increase in costs, due to observation errors can be found from

t1-1
T

J (inc.info) - J (com.info) f E tr E(t)A P(ttl)BL(t)
min min t-0

Remark. The expression for Jmin (inc.info) agrees with formula (5.24)

of ástróm [ 3, chapter S] .
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6.6 Computation of u~(t), t E T for P3.

6.6.1 The extended, incomplete information model P3.

P3: x(tfl) - A x(t) t B u(t) f e(t) f M v(t) , x~

y(t) - C x(t) f D u(t) f N v(t)

z(t) - H x(t) t J u(t) f c(t)
tl-1

costs: J(u) - xT(tl) Q x(tl) f E zT(t)z(t)
t-0

where e(t), c(t) exogenous variables
z(t) controlled variables, and

J(u) general trackinq cost function

The optimal control u~(t) for P3 can be derived alona the same lines

as we did for P2 in 6.5. The calculations are a bit more involved, due

to e(t) , c(t) and z(t) .

6.6.2 The counterpart of propositions 6.5.2 for model P3 is:

Proposition.
The submartinqale inequality for P3 reduces to:

Eu[zT(t)z(t)fxT(tfl)P(tfl)x(tfl)f2xT(tfl)s(tfl)fY(tfl) IFt-1]

~ xT(t)P(t)X(t)f2xT(t)S(t)fr(t). a

Note that the cost-to-qo now involves an additional linear term in x(t)

with coefficient s(t):T-~Rn.

6.6.3 The counterpart of theorem 6.5.3 is

Theorem: Ttie optimal control for P3 obeys

-1
u~(t) - -[JTJfBTP(tfl)B] {[JTHfBTP(ttl)A]x(t)

-tJTC(t)fBTP(tfl)e(t)fBTS(tfl) }

and recursions for P(t) and s(t) are given in the proof.
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Proof.
1. Evaluate LHS of 6.6.2 (omit t when clear)

LHS - E [XT(t)HTHx(t)fuTJTJufCTCf2XT(t)HTJU f
u

2xT (t) HTct2uTJTcf{AxfBufefKE (t) }TP (ttl) {Ax f

BufetKe(t) } f 2{AxfBufefKe(t) }~s(tfl) f r(tfl) IFt-1]

- xT(t)[ HTH-FATP(tfl)A] x(t) ~-

uT(t)[ JTJ{-BTP(tfl)B] u(t) f

2uT(t)[ {JTHfBTP(tfl)A}x(t)fJTCfBTP(tfi)efBTS(tfl)] t

2xT(t)[HTCtATP(tfl)efATS(tfl)] i-

tr KVEKTP(tfl) f tr HTHE(t) f cTC t eTP(tfl)e f 2eTS(tfl)

f r(tfl)

2. Now define

HTH -1- ATP ( tf 1) A

JTJ f BTP ( t~-1 ) B

JTH -F~ BTP ( tf 1) A

~TC(t) t BTP(ttl)e(t) f BTS(tfl)

HTC (t) f ATP(tfl)e (t) f ATS (tfl)

cT(t)c(t) f eT(t)P(tfl)e(t) t 2eT(t)s(tfl) -: a(tfl)

KV~KTP(tfl) f HTHE(t) -: U(tfl)

to obtain:

LHS - xT(t) 9(tfl) x(t) t 2xT(t) Y(ttl) t

uT(t) R(tfi) u(t) f 2uT(t)[s(tfl) x(t) t~r(tfl)] f

tr U(tfl) f r(tfl) f a(tfl).
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3. Completion of t.he square in u(t) yields:

uTRu f 2uT[ Sxfn] -{ufR 1( Sxf~r)}TR{u t R 1(Sxt~r) }

-(Sxf~)T R 1(Sxf1T) -(u-u~)T R 1(u-u~) - xTSTR 1S x

- 2xTSTR 1 n-~rT R 1~r.~

Now define

-R 1 (ttl)[ S(tfl)x(t)f~r(tfl)] -: u~(t)

Q (tfl) - ST(tfl)R 1(tfl)S(tfl) -: Q(tfl)

y (tfl) - ST(ttl)R 1(tfl)n(tfl) -: Y(ttl)

a (tfl) - nT(tfl)R 1(tfl)~r(tfl) -: a(tfl) to obtain

LHS - {u(t) - u~(t) }T R(tfl) {u(t) - u~(t) } t

xT(t) Q(ttl) x(t) f 2xT(t) y(tfl) f r(tfl) f a(tfl)

t tr U(tf 1) ~ x (t) P(t) x (t) t 2 xT ( t) s(t) t r(t)

and equality is assured if we choose:

-1

u(t) - u~(t) --[JTJ t BTP(tfl)B] [JTH f BTP(ttl)A] x(t)

} JTC(t) f BTP(tfl)e(t) f BTS(t-F.1) }

-1

P(t) - HTH f ATP(tfl)A t[JTH f BTP(tfl)A]T[JTJtBTP(tfl)B]

[JTH f BTP(tfl)A]

T

s(t) - HTC(t) f ATP(tfl)e(t) t ATS(ttl) -[JTH f BtP(t-f-1)A] .

-1
[JTJ f BTP(tfl)B] [JTC(t) f BTP(tfl)e(t) t BTS(ttl)]

r(t) - r(ttl) t tr[KVEKTP(ttl) t HTHE(t)] f cT(t)c(t) f

-T -

T

eT(t)P(tfl)e(t)t2eT(t)s(tfl)-[JTc(t)fBTP(tfl)e(t)tBTS(tfl)] .
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-1
.[ JTJfBTP(ttl)B] [ JTC(t)fBTP(tfl)e(t)fBTS(ttl)]

4. From the terminal condition, we derive easily:

P(tl) - O

s(tl) - 0

r(tl) - trQE(tl)

Now we see: if e(t) - c(t) - 0~ s(t) - 0 for all t E T since

s(tl) - 0 and with HTH - Q and JTJ - R, we arive at P2. O
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7. Stochastic control: Nash Equilibrium solutions

7.1.1 In his Ph.D-thesis, P.R. Kumar has extended the abstract control model
to a two - DM, nonzero-sum, continuous-time dynamic game. He introduced
the concept of conditionally optimal Nash solution, which is weaker
than the concept of globally optimal Nash, but stronger than recursive
or stagewise Nash optimality.
The latter two concepts have been introduced by Basar and Olsder [S],
the former concept can be found in P.R. Kumar [8] or P.R. Kumar and
J. H. van Schuppen [ 9] .

7.1.2 Additional notation.
The extension of the control model to a multi-DM situation is straight-
forward. We only need to introduce some additional notation; in order
to make the results more elucidatory, we will restrict ourselves to the
two-DM case.
Let DM1 have (and similar for DM2).

ul(t) control or action at time t E T-{O,l,...,tl-1}

ul -{ul} control law or strategy

U1 input alphabet: the class of admissible controls

J1- J1(x,ulu2) cost function

ni(t) available information at time t
('information pattern' or 'information structure')

A more precise and elaborate enumaration of defining objects, including
the definition of observation space, information space, a list of in-
formation structures and solution concepts, can be found in [5, chapter
5.1] or A.C.M, van Swieten [ 12, chapter I.2] .
The above will suffice for our L9G-model.

7.1.3 Discussion of notions.
A main bipartion of games is in static and dynamic games. A game is
called dynamic if at least one DM is allowed to use a strategy that
depends on previous actíons.
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Another classification we can make is in games with deterministic or
stochastic information patterns, according to exact or noisy measurements.

We will call a game stochastic if a DM has a stochastic information
pattern and deterministic if all DM have exact measurements.
Deterministic and stochastic static Nash games will be treated in 7.2.
Three types of Nash solutions will be discussed in 7.3, only for
deterministic linear-quadratic games. This restriction is not essential,
but enables us to point out the subtle differences between the three
variations of the Nash concept more clearly.
Finally, conditionally optimal Nash strategies will be computed for the
LqG-model.

7.2 The static case.

7.2.1 Definition.

The pair {u~, u2 }, where u~ E U1, u2 E U2 is said to be in a(static)

Nash Equilibrium if

J1(u~, u2) ~ J1(ul,u2) for all ul E U1'

J2(u~, u2) ~ J2(u~,u2) for all u2 E U2

The Nash Equilibrium reflects a noncooperative play, where the DMs have

safeguards against unilateral deviations from the equilibríum solution.

For the merits of the concept and questions like stability,refinements,

when is it reasonable, etc. we refer to the vast literature of qame

theory.

7.2.2 The stochastic static case.

Let x: S2 -~ Rn be the state of the world.
ki

DMi receives a measurement y. : SZ -~ R about x, i- 1,2.i
DMi chooses a action u, E U. based on hisi -i
measurement yi , so ('ul - ul(yl)L u2 - u2 (y2) .

Definition.

The pair {u~, u~} , u~ E U , u~ E U is in Nash1 2 1 -1 2 -2
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Equilibrium if

Y Y
E~[ J1 ( u~,u2) ~F 1] ~ Eu [ J1 (ul,u2) ~F 1]
ul 1

a.s. Pu for all ul E U1 ,
1

Y Y
E~[ J2 ( u~, u2 ) ~ F 2] ~ Eu [ J2 (u~. u2 ) ~ F 2]

u2 2

a.s. Pu for all u2 E U2.2

7.2.3 The static LQG-case.
For quadratic J1 and J2 and linear measurements

- H.x, f w. , w. E G(O,W.), i- 1,2, this problem has been
yi i i i i i

solved by Ba~sar [ 4] and Papavassilopoulos [ 10] .

The main point here is to proof under what conditions the affine solution

of the form u. - A.y, t b, is unique.
i i i i

7.3 The dynamic case.

We specialize now to a deterministic linear-quadratic model.

P: x(tfl) - Ax(t) f Blul (t) f B2u2 (t) , x~

costs DM1 : J1 - xT(ti) Qlx(tl) f
tl-1

E [ xT (t) Qlx (t) ful (t) Rl lul (t) tul (t) R12u2 (t) ]
t-0

cost DM2 : J2 - xT(tl)Q2 x(tl) t
tl-1

E [ xT (t)Q2x (t) fui (t) R21u1 (t) fu2 (t) R22u2 (t) ]
t-0

More general cost functions are possible, such as
tl-1

J- xT(tl)Qx(tl) f E (xfulfu2)TR(xfulfu2)t ,
t-0

but they will distract from the defínitions of the following three

concepts.
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7.3.1 Definition.

The pair {u~, u2} is a globally optimal Nash Equilibrium pair if the
following two inequalities are satisfied.

J1(ui, u2) ~ J1(ul, uZ) for all ul E U1

J2(ui, u2) ~ J2(u~, u2) for all u2 E U2

Here it is understood that ul -{ui(0),..., ul(tl-1)}

and similar for DM2, since this is the dynamic case.

7.3.2 Definition.

0

The pair {u~, u2} is a conditionally optimal Nash Equilibrium pair
if the following 2(ti-1) inequalities are satisfied.

J1(u~, u2) ~ J1(u~(0), ul(1),..., ul(tl-1) ; u2)

J1(ul. u2) ~ J1(u~(0)~ u~(1), ul(2)~..., ul(tl-1); u2)

J1(u~, u2) ~ J1(u~(0),..., u~(tl-2), ul(tl-1); u2)

J2(u~, u2) ~ J2(u~; u2(0), u2(1),..., u2(tl-1)

J2(u~~ u2) ~ J2(u~; u2(0),..., u2(tl-2), u2(tl-1))

7.3.3 Definition.

x ~The pair {ul, u2} is a recursive or stagewise Nash Equilibrium pair,
if the following 2ti inequalities are satisfied

J1(u~, u2) c J1(ul(0)r u~(1)~...i u~(tl-1): u2)

J1(u~, u2) ~ J1(u~(0)~ ul(1), u~(2)~-... u~(tl-1) ; u2)
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J1(u~, u2) ~ J1(u~(0),..., ul(tl-2), ul(tl-1); u2)

J2(u~, u2) ~ J2(u~; u2(0), u2(1),..., u2(tl-1))

J2(u~, u2) ~ J2(u~; u2(0), u2(1), u2(2),..., u2(tl-1))

J2(u~, u2) ~ J2(u~; u2(0),..., u2(tl-2), u2(tl-1))

7.3.4 The 2t1 inequalities of 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 are all satisfied by a globally
optimal Nash solution. Therefore the stagewise and conditionally optimal
Nash Equilibrium pairs are more stringent that the global Nash pair.
However for many information structures 7.3.2 or 7.3.3 provides a workable
algorithm, due to the additive cost function and the multistage character
of the state equation. Moreover, we believe that they are more realistíc
than the global Nash solution, since a DM, at least in large systems,
cannot comprehend the complete model and will proceed optimally from
stage to stage.

Definition 7.3.2 will be generalized to a stochastic dynamic game with
the aid of the control model of section 5.

7.4 The stochastic dynamic case.

7.4.1 Now we make the extension of the abstract control model of section 5

to the two-DM case.
Define, in addition to the system of section 5.2:

{Ft, t E T} an increasing family of a-alqebra's representing all
available information

{G1(t),t E T}, two increasing families of ct-algebra's representinq ~he
{G2(t),t E T} observations of DM1 and DM2, resp.

Assume that G1(0) - G2(0) -{~,52} and that G1(t) C Ft,
G2(t) C Ft.

Assume, motivated by the product measure theorem, that for each
{ul(t), u2(t)} E U1 x U2, there exists a probability measure Pu u on
(S2,F) .

1 2
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Let cl and c2 be two random variables S2 x U1 x U2 -~ R} such that

cl(ul,u2) ~~ a.s. Pu u1 2
c2(ul,u2) ~ ~ a.s. Pu u1 2

7.4.2 As a combination of definition 7.3.2 and definition 5.3.2, we present
here:

Definition.
If there exists a u~ E U,, u~ E U„ such that

1 -1 G -G

E~~~ cl (ul~u2) IG1 (t)J ~ E ~~ cl (ul~u2) IG1 (t)J
ulu2 ul u2

a.s. P~~ such that ul - ull~ for all ul E U1, and
ulu2

E~~[ c2 ( u~,u2) IG2 (t)J ~ E~ ~ c2 (ui,u2) IG2 (t)J
u lu2 u lu2

a.s. P~ ~ such that u2 - u21~ for all u2 E U2,ulu2

then {u~, u2} is a conditionally optimal Nash Equilibrium pair. ~

This equilibrium condition can be interpreted along the same lines as
in section 5.3.3: when DM2 has chosen to play u2, then with the know-
ledqe that he has at time t, DM1 can do no better than by continuing
to play u~. -

For t-0 this definition reduces to the definition of a globally optimal
Nash Equilibrium.
Thus, this definition is r.more stringent and always satisfies the
definition of a global solution.

7.5 Application: the perfect-state LQG-model.

7.5.1 P: x(ttl) - Ax(t) f Blul(t) t B2u2(t) f Mv(t) , x~

nl(t) - {x(o),---,x(t)} ~ G1(t) - Ft

~12(t) - {x(0),...,x(t)} ~ G2(t) - Ft

tl-1

J1 - xT(tl)Qlx(tl)f tEO IxT(t)Qlx(t)ful(t)Rllul(t)fu2(t)R12u2(t)J
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tl-1

J2 - xT (tl )02x (tl) t tEO [ xT (t)Q2x (t)tul (t) R21u1 (t) tu2 (t) R22u2 (t)]

Qi ~ ~' Rii ' 0, i- 1,2.

Remark: this information structure is called 'closed-loop perfect-state'.
Both DMs observe the exact state and recall the past ones; the
single-DM counterpart was discussed in sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.

7.5.2 For the model P of 7.5.1 we can state the sufficient condition for a
solution to be conditionally optimal.

Theorem [ P. R. Kumar]

If there exist {hlt(ul,u2), Ft, t E T} adapted,

x{h2t(ul,u2), Ft, t E T} adapted, such that

la. E[hl~tfl(ul'u2)IFt] ~ hlt(ul,u2) for all ul E U1 a.s. P ~
- ulu2

lb. E[hl,tfl(u~,u2)IFt] - hlt(u~, u2) a.s. P x~eulu2

lc. E[hlt (ul,u2)~Ft ]- hlt (ul,u2) a.s. P ~
1 1 1 ulu2

2a. E[h2~tt1(u~,u2)IFt] ~ h2t(u~,u2) for all u2 E U2 a.s. P~
- ulu2

2b. E[h2,tf1(u~'u2)~Ft] - h2t(u~,u2) a.s. P~ ~eulu2

2c. E[h2t (u~, u2)~Ft] - h2t (u~,u2) a.s. P~
1 1 ulu2

then{u~, u2} is a conditionally optimal Nash Equilibrium pair and they
satisfv

ui(t) --R11 B1 P1(ttl) E-1(ttl) Ax(t)

u2 (t) --R22 BZ P2 (ttl) E-1 (tfl) Ax (t)

where recursions for P1, P~ and E are given in the proof.
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Proof.
1. For conditions la - 2c, see Kumar [8, theorem 3.6].

For the expressions of u~(t) and u2(t), there follows a calculation.

Let t-1
hlt(ul,u2) - E [xT(j)Qlx(j) -I- ul(j)Rllul(j) f u2(j)R12u2(j)] f

j-0

xT (t) P1 (t) x(t) f rl (t) ,

t-1
h2t(ul,u2) - E[xT(j)Q2x(j) f ui(j)R21u2(j) f u2(j)R22u2(j)] f

j-0

xT (t) P2 (t) x(t) f r2 (t) .

From lc. and 2c. follow the terminal conditions:

C P1 (ti) - Q1 ~ P2 (ti) - Q2

rl (tl) - 0 , r2(ti) - 0

2. Analogously to proposition 6.5.2, la. and 2a. reduce to:

E ~[ xT (t)Qlx (t) f ul (t) R11 ul (t) -I- u2T (t) R12 u2 (t) -E
ulu2

xT(tfl)P1(tfl)x(tfl)frl(tfl) IFt] ~ xT(t)P1(t)x(t)fri(t)

a.s. P ~
ulu2

Eu~.u [ xT (t) Q2x ( t) t u~T (t) R21 u~ (t) t u2 (t) R~~ u~ {t) f

1 2

xT(tfl)P2(tfl)x(tfi)-1-Y2(t-~1) IFt] ? xT(t)P2(t)x(t) f r2(t)

a.s. P.~
ulu2

Now substitute x(ttl) - Ax(t) f Blul(t) -~ B2 u2(t) f Mv(t)

and use E[v(t)~Ft] - 0.

Taking the conditional expectation w.r.t. Ft, the LHS of the
inequality for DM1 reduces to:

LHS - xT(t)[Q1fATP1(tfl)A]x(t) f

ul (t)[R11tB1P1 (tfl)Bi]ul (t) t

2u1(t)[BiPl(ttl)Ax(t) f BiPi(ttl)B2u2(t)] ~-

u2(t)[R12fBZ P1(tfl)B2]u2(t) f
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2xT (t) ATP(tfl) B2 u2 (t) t

tr D1VP7T P1 (tfl) f rl (tfl)

3. Completion of the square in ul(t) gives

-1 T
LHS - {ul ( t)}[R11}B1P1 ( tfl)B1] [BiPl (tfl)B2u2 ( t)fBl (ttl)Ax(t)] } .

.[ R11fBiP1 (tfl)B1] {ul (t)-ui (t) } f

T
xT(t)[ Q1fATP1 (tfl)A] x(t)-[ BiPl (tfl)Ax(t)-~BiPl ( tfl)B2u2 (t)] .

-1

[ R11}B1P1 (tfl)B11 [ BiPl (ttl)Ax(t)fBiPl (tfl)B2u2 (t)] f

2xT(t)ATP1 (tfi)B2u2 (t)tu2 (t) [R12}B2P1
(ttl)B2] u2 (t) f

tr MVMTPI(ttl)trl(ttl)

A similar expression exists for DM2.
Now LHS ~ xT(t)P1(t)x(t) f rl(t) and equality can be achieved if:

-1
a. take ul (t)-u~(t) --[R11}B1P1 (tfl)B1] BlPl (ttl)[ Ax(t)fB2u2 (t)]

-1
u2 (t)-u2 (t) - -[R22fB2P2 (tfl)B2] B2P2 (tfl) [Ax(t)tBiu1 (t)]

and solve this pair of equations for explicit solutions in u~(t) and
u2 (t) .

b. substitute these solutions in the cost-to-go expression to obtain a
quadratic form in x(t).

c. derive from this form the Riccati equations.

4. Now these three steps will be taken in detail.
Step a.
Rewrite the Nash strategies as:

u~(t) - -R11B1P1 (tfl)[ Ax(t)fBluz(t)fB2u2 (t)]

u2 (t) - -R22B2PZ (tfl)[ Ax(t)tBlu~(t)fBZu2 (t)]

Multiply both sides with B1 and B2, resp. and add Ax(t) to obtain
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Ax(t)tBlu~(t)fB2u2(t) - E-1(tfl)Ax(t) where

E(tfl) ~ IfBiR11B1P1(tfl)fB2R22B2P2(ttl) is clearly nonsingular,

since P1(t) ~ 0, P2(t) ~ 0 for all t E T.

Now the Nash Equilibrium pair becomes

u~(t) - -R11BiP1(tfl) E-1{t~-1) Ax(t)

1 T 1~u2(t) - -R22B2P2(tfl) E- (tfl) Ax(t)

Step b.

The most attractive expressions for P1(t) and P2(t) can be obtained

by directly evaluating:

E[xT (t)Qlx (t) f ul (t) Rl lul (t) f u2 (t) R22u2 (t) f

xT(tfl) P1(tfl) x(tfl) f rl(ttl) IFt] I
~

ul - ul
~

u2 - u2
and similarly for DM2.

i) second term: (R11B1P1E-lAx)T R11R11B1P1E-lAx -

xTATE-TP1B1R11B1P1E-lAx

ii) third term : xTATE-TP2B2R22R12R22B2P2E-lAx

iii) fourth term: ( E-lAx)TP1E-lAx f tr MVMTPI(tfl)

Step c.
Clearly the cost-to-go can be expressed entirely as a quadratic term
in x(t) and a constant.
By similar reasoning for DM2 we find the Riccati equations:

P1 (t) - 91 f ATE T(tfl) {P1 (tfl) f P1 (tfl)B1R11B1P1 (tfl) f
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P2 (tfl)B2R22 R12R22BZP2
(tfl) } E-1 (ttl)A , P1 (t1) - Q1

P2 (t) - 02 f ATE-T(ttl) {P2 (ttl)}P2 (ti.l)B2R22B2P2 (tfl) t

P1
(ttl)B1R11R21R11B1P1 (ttl)} E-1 (tfl)A ,

r1 (t) - tr MVMTPI (tfl) f r1 (tfl)

r2 (t) - tr MVMTP2 (ttl) f r2 (ti-1)

7.5.3 Remarks.
1. Notice that the only difference with the complete deterministic

dynamic game is in the r1(t) and r2(t) recursions.

To evaluate these expressions, one need to know the solution of the

coupled Riccati equations for the nonzero-sum case.

Important, but unsolved questions are:
- do they converge if t1 -~ ~?
- if yes, is the solution unique and positive-defínite?
- what is the meaning of E-1(tfl)?

2. In order to retrace the single-DM case, we need the matrix inversion

lemma (Anderson and Moore [ 1, page 139] ).

Lemma.

Let P E Rnxn, B E Rnxm, R E Rmxm
and the various inverses involved exist,
then

-1 -1 -1
(IfPBR 1BT) P-(P-1fBR iBT) - P- PB(BTPBfR) BTP

a
Set B2 - R12 - 0 then

-1
P1(t) - Q1 t ATE-TP1[ItB1R11BiP1][ItB1R11BiP1] A-

T -TQ1 f A E P1A
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Now
lemma

-1 y -1
E-TP1A -(ItPiBiR11B1) P1A - P1A - PiB(R11fB1PiB1) BiPA,

-1
using L1(t) - -(R11fB1PiB1) B1P1A yields

P1 (t) - Q1 f AT[ P1AfPiBL1 (t)] - O1 -~ ATP1 (tfl)[ AfBLl (t)]

which is exactly the single-DM Riccati equatíon of 6.5.4.
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